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Abstract: 
the orientalism have no  understandable definition that  agreed upon, however derivative with 

regard to the east, then the orientalism originated as phenomenon for the interest in the 

humanitarian studies and its Languages  which be interested in her from released on them 

name “the orientalists”, and who means the special meaning for the  concept  orientalism  

who the western related studies in the Islamic east literatures -  history  - beliefs  - legislations 

and its  civilization in general,  here should be noted to the orientalism phenomenon which 

cames  to  light in : 

 The religious propellant – the colonial propellant – the political propellant – the scientific 

propellant  and  the commercial propellant 

 

At  the  orientalism   surrounds dominant  feelings of the mistrust and the suspicion in the 

intentions and aims, for what excretes from  the western brain in his numerous schools and his 

successive stages from attack on the Islam and  Islamic civilization, of which making a lot of 

the studier and the researchers taking export in the orientalism phenomenon at this mono view 

which made most of interested in the oriental studies rather distortion of the Islam  

orientalists either religious leaders, or colonization and atheists they care about the un stability 

and excitement of the disturbances to  be interested in the control and the supremacy, 

 

Despite that losing time of the time for the moving away about that wrong generalizations and 

monetary position convert to scientific bases straighten on, this he who the generous Quran 

directed to him in his statement rose ( O ye who believe! stand out firmly for Allah, as 

witnesses to fair dealing, and let not the hatred of others to you make you swerve to wrong 

and depart from justice. Be just: that is next to piety: and fear Allah. For Allah is well-

acquainted with all that ye do) . the table 8, and the orientalism as a matter of fact negative 

and other positive elements include on and Ali us that the two orientalists acknowledge for in 

what to loves from positive to neighborhood the warning to what fell in him errors, so the 

positive elements imitate in the care in the Arabic manuscript and investigation several 

mothers of the Arabic books in various domains of the Islamic thought, and the rising in many 

the linguistic useful studies, and the encyclopedias and the useful dictionaries, and other than 

that studies in the fields of the sciences and the Islamic arts. 

 

mastery  

This paper fo  the light on this sides and for the request of  necessarity of more contact  

between Muslims scientists  and the orientalists   conservative  with the aim of confrontation 

of the atheistic developing extension and fightering  of the terroristic  thought  who has no 

religion , the atheism and the terrorist  have two ugly  faces what  from his matter threat 

humanity  in  its presence  -  security and peace 


